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FOUR-QUASIPARTICLE ALIGNMENTS IN 66Ge�E.A. Stefanovaa, I. Stefanesub, G. de Angelis, D. CuriendJ. Eberthb, E. Farnea, A. Gadea, G. Gershb, A. Junglausa;eK.P. Lieba, T. Martinez, R. Shwengnerf , T. SteinhardtbO. Thelenb, N. Warrb, D. Weisshaarb and R. WyssgaII. Physikalishes Institut, Universität Göttingen, 37073 Göttingen, GermanybInstitut für Kernphysik, Universität zu Köln, 50937 Köln, GermanyINFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro, 35020 Legnaro, ItalydInstitut de Reherhes Subatomiques, CNRS-IN2P3, 67037 Strasbourg, FraneeInstituto de Estrutura de la Materia, Consejo Superior de InvestigaionesCienti�as, 28006 Madrid, and Departamento de Fisia Teória, UniversidadAutónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spainf Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik, FZ Rossendorf, 01314 Dresden, GermanygDepartment of Physis, Royal Institute of Tehnology, 10405 Stokholm, Sweden(Reeived Deember 2, 2002)Above angular momentum 10+, we found two positive-parity sequenes,onneted by energetially staggered �I = 1 M1 transitions. The to-tal Routhian surfae alulations predit a strong triaxial deformation forthem. To our knowledge, this is the �rst observation of staggered M1 tran-sitions in a deformed four-quasipartile �(g29=2)�(g29=2) regime.PACS numbers: 23.20.Lv, 25.85.Ge, 27.50.+eUp to now, no positive-parity band strutures have been investigatedabove the �rst band rossing in 66Ge. The aim of the present work was toinvestigate the 4-qp (�g29=2)�(g29=2) alignment in 66Ge.The neutron-de�ient nuleus 66Ge was populated at high spin in twoexperiments using the reation 40Ca(32S,�2p) at beam energies of 105 and95 MeV. In the �rst experiment, a self-supporting 40Ca target (860 �g/m2)was used, while a target of similar thikness deposited on a 15 mg/m2 goldbaking was used in the seond experiment. Gamma rays were deteted withthe EUROBALL array, ombined with the harged-partile detetor systemEUCLIDES and the Neutron Wall. We sorted matries and ubes for the� Presented at the XXXVII Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 3�10, 2002.(2237)



2238 E.A. Stefanova et al.di�erent reation hannels. In addition to the latest study [1℄, we extendedthe level sheme (see Fig. 1) by two new level sequenes on top of the 6581and 9404 keV states, respetively. The previously known part of the levelsheme was omplemented with newly observed transitions. On the basisof DCO analyses, spin assignments for most of the new levels were possibleand previous assignments ould be on�rmed or rejeted.

Fig. 1. Level sheme of 66Ge dedued from the present experiment.The TRS alulations for 66Ge give �ve degenerate minima at ~! =0 MeV, having �2 values in the range 0.20�0.23 and di�erent -values, form-ing in this way long valleys on the TR surfaes (see Fig. 2 on the left).Thus, 66Ge turns out to be extremely soft with respet to triaxial degreesof freedom. An indiation of -softness also omes from the -band, form-ing a (3+,4+) and (5+,6+) lustering. Above spin 10+, the newly observedyrast sequene in 66Ge di�ers from that in 68Ge as well as in the heavierGe isotopes, where rotational aligned �I = 2 bands develop. The disussed
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Fig. 2. TR surfaes for positive-parity states in 66Ge at a frequeny of 0 (on theleft) and 0.693 (on the right) MeV.sequene resembles a band with two signature partners, onneted by stag-gered �I = 1 M1 transitions. Atually, this struture is similar to the levelstrutures above the 12+1 states in the spherial at their ground state N = 46isotones 84Sr, 86Zr, and 88Mo [2℄ and in the deformed at their ground stateN = 44 isotones 84Zr [3℄ and 86Mo [4℄. A strong in�uene of the spherialshell-model �(g29=2)�(g29=2) 4-qp on�guration was obtained for them. The re-oupling of spins in this on�guration is proposed to explain [2℄ the observedM1 energy and strength staggering. The resemblane of the level sequeneabove the 10+ states in 66Ge with that 4-qp strutures suggests a dereaseof deformation and even a near spherial shape. However, at I � 9�10, e.g.immediately after the �rst band rossing in 66Ge, two minima very losein energy at ~! = 0:59 MeV, (�2 � 0:30,  � 27Æ) and ~! = 0:69 MeV,(�2 = 0:31 and  � �23Æ), result in the TRS alulations (see Fig. 2 on theright) orresponding to 4-qp on�gurations with di�erent degrees of alignedprotons and neutrons. Experimental B(E2) values reveal onsiderable de-formation in similar strutures with staggered M1 transitions involved andbased on a �g9=2�g9=2 on�guration in a number of odd-odd nulei withA � 80. The B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for the disussed new sequene in 66Geestimated diretly from the energies of the M1 and E2 transitions and thebranhing ratios � (mixing ratios Æ were negleted) are similar to those in72As, where onsiderable deformation was found [5℄ and are by a fator of 4smaller than those in 86Zr, where near spherial shape was predited [6℄. Thissupports the rather strong deformation predited by the TRS alulations.



2240 E.A. Stefanova et al.To our knowledge, this is the �rst observation of staggered M1 transitionswithin a well deformed 4-qp �(g29=2)�(g29=2) struture. The TRS alulationsdesribe this struture as due to triaxial softness in the g9=2 4-qp regime.The predited ompeting and mixed high-j (g9=2) 4-qp band on�gurationswith di�erent alignment, hanging in this way the -deformation along thedisussed deformed struture may desribe the observed M1 staggered tran-sitions. They an our between states with aligned quasipartiles havingangular momentum j and j � 1. Systemati theoretial studies are neededto reveal the intrinsi onditions that ause strutures with staggered M1transitions, i.e. why they appear in some nulei and not in their neighbours.An aligned �(g29=2)�(p3=2f5=2; g9=2)2 on�guration was alulated for thenewly observed band on top of the 15� state. It is predited to terminateat spin 20�21 at �2 � 0.28 and  = 60Æ. The TRS alulations also predita negative-parity superdeformed band in 66Ge with �2 � 0.42 and  = �2:5Æ.Supported by BMBF 06 GÖ 951.REFERENCES[1℄ U. Hermekens et al., Z. Phys. A343, 371 (1992).[2℄ C.J. Lister et al., Nul. Phys. A557, 361 (1993).[3℄ H.-Q. Jin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 1471 (1995).[4℄ D. Rudolph et al., Phys. Rev. C54, 117 (1996).[5℄ J. Döring et al., Phys. Rev. C49, 2419 (1994).[6℄ P. Chowdhury et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 2950 (1991).


